Country : Lebanon

Capital : Beirut

Currency : Lebanese pound (01 Lebanese pound equals 0.46 Indian Rupees)

The tourism industry in Lebanon has been historically important to the local
economy and remains to this day to be a major source of revenue for Lebanon.
... Casino du Liban, which historically constituted a major tourist destination,
reopened in 1996. The largest ski resort in the country has been expanded and
modernized.
Tourist love to visit popular tourist spots and enjoy the local culture. Amongst
other Things to do in Lebanon, you can surely explore some of the best things to
do in Lebanon to make your trip a fulfilling one. On a trip to Lebanon, things to
do can include exploring Lebanon attractions and visiting the places of interest.

Football is one of the most popular sports in Lebanon. In association football, the
main federation for Lebanon is the Federation Libanaise de Football. The top
division of football in Lebanon is the Lebanese Premier League. In September
2018, Lebanon achieved their best-ever FIFA ranking (77th)
Beirut is the capital and largest city of Lebanon. No recent population census
has been done but 2007 estimates ranged from slightly more than 1 million to 2.2
million as part of Greater Beirut. Located on a peninsula at the midpoint of
Lebanon's Mediterranean coast, Beirut is the country's largest and main seaport.
It is one of the oldest cities in the world, inhabited more than 5000 years ago. The
first historical mention of Beirut is found in the Amarna letters from the New
Kingdom of Egypt, which date to the 15th century BC. Beirut is Lebanon's seat of
government and plays a central role in the Lebanese economy, with most
banks and corporations based in its Central District, Badaro, Rue Verdun, Hamra,
Ryad el Soloh street, and Achrafieh. Following the destructive Lebanese Civil
War, Beirut's cultural landscape underwent major reconstruction. Identified and
graded for accountancy, advertising, banking/finance and law, Beirut is ranked
as a Beta World City by the Globalization and World Cities Research Network
Important FAQ
Best Time To Visit Lebanon
 Winter
The winters in Lebanon are pleasant. It has mild weather and great for a visit.
 Summer
The summer months in Lebanon are hot and humid. Therefore, fit your plan to
travel between June and August, be prepared for a warmer weather that might
be always pleasing.
How To Reach Lebanon
 By Air
Beirut’s international airport is well connected internationally, from across
European cities, the Middle East and the Asian countries among others. From
India below airlines operating to Beirut

 Emirates

 Gulf Airways

 Etihad Airways

 Kuwait Airways

 Fly Dubai

Hotel in Lebanon
Worldwide best hotel chain property well available in Beirut and offering world
class luxurious hospitality during the stay.

Sightseen Options
National Museum of Beirut
The National Museum of Beirut is the principal
museum of archaeology in Lebanon. The
collection begun after World War I, and the
museum was officially opened in 1942. Today
the National Museum building consists of three
floors: a basement, a ground floor and an upper
gallery. A stair case and two elevators lead to
the upper floor.
Operating Hours: 09:00-17:00
Special Formula:-Audiovisual Room
Special Feature: Closed on Mondays and Holidays
Mohammad Al-Amin Mosque
The Mohammad Al-Amin Mosque', also
referred to as the Blue Mosque, is a Sunni
Muslim mosque located in downtown Beirut,
Lebanon. In the 19th century, a zawiya was
built on this site. Decades of preparation to
obtain sufficient land adjacent to the old
Zawiya led finally to the building of the new
mosque.

Sursock Museum
The Sursock Museum, which is officially known
as the Nicolas Ibrahim Sursock Museum, is a
modern art and contemporary art museum in
Beirut, Lebanon.

Pigeon’s Rock
The Raouché, a timeless symbol of Lebanese capital
Beirut is its most famous landmark. Off the coast of
Raouché, there is a natural landmark called the
Pigeons’ Rock, its Arabic name translates to rock and
is believed to be a derivative of the French
word rocher. It is also known as the Rock of Raouché.

Temple of Bacchus
Temple of Bacchus may refer to any temple to
the Greek and Roman wine god Bacchus, an
alternative name of the god Dionysus, or to
temples of other gods with which he was
equated in antiquity.
Temple of Jupiter
The Temple of Jupiter in Roman Phoenicia was
a colossal temple dedicated to the cult of Zeus.
It was originally located in the city of Heliopolis,
which has since become the city of Baalbek in
modern Lebanon.

Byblos, Jeita Grotto and Harissa Day Trip from Beirut
This Byblos, Jeita Grotto and Harissa Day Trip
from Beirut showcases the best of Lebanon’s
most fascinating cities. A must-do guided tour,
this trip is ideal for first-time visitors , history lovers

and travelers interested in learning more about the ancient cities of the
world. Learn how some 24 successive civilizations in Harissa have made it one
of the top archeological sites in the country and get an up close look at the
stunning caverns of Jeita Grotto. This tour also includes a stop in Byblos—
widely recognized as one of the oldest cities in the world. Enjoy every minute
of this historical adventure with your expert local guide. Day trip from Beirut to
Byblos, Jeita Grotto and Harissa Scenic drive through Byblos, one of the
oldest cities in the world Visit one of the richest archaeological areas in Beirut
See attractions such as the Jeita Grotto, the Byblos Castle and the Virgin
Mary Statue in Harissa.
Full-day trip to Baalbek, Anjar and Ksara from Beirut

Explore the ancient ruins and winemaking
heritage of Lebanon on this full-day trip from Beirut, including lunch. With an
expert guide, visit the age-old ruins at Baalbek, a stunning complex of Roman
temples and buildings that made up the Roman city of Heliopolis. After a tour of
the 8th-century Ummayad ruins at Anjar, finish at the Ksara Caves, a series of
ancient caverns used as wine cellars by Lebanon’s oldest winery, Chateau
Ksara. Tour the winery and cave cellars, and sample some delicious wines
before your return to Beirut.
Tyre, Sidon and Maghdouche Day Trip from Beirut

Marvel at UNESCO World Heritage–listed
Roman architecture on this Tyre, Sidon and Maghdouche day trip from Beirut.
Explore the town of Tyre with your guide and gain insight into life here under
Roman rule. Discover the ancient ruins of Sidon Sea Castle, the Castle of SaintLouis and the 16th-century Great Mosque in Sidon. After a delicious lunch of
Middle Eastern specialities in a traditional Lebanese restaurant, head on to
Maghdouche. Here, admire top local attractions including the Old Cave and
the Al-Saydeh Ancient Church before returning to Beirut.

Private Tour - Baalbek, Hike in The Chouf Cedars & Wine Tasting - Day Trip from
Beirut

Even on friendlier roads than Lebanon’s,
wine-tasting and driving really don’t mix. Sip to your heart’s delight as a
professional driver takes the strain on this door-to-door private tour. Check off
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Baalbek, the Al-Shouf Cedar Nature Reserve,
and Chateau Ksara, Lebanon’s oldest winery. Please note: this tour includes
wine tasting but excludes entrance fees and lunch.
Jeita Grotto,Harissa&Byblos Full-Day PRIVATE-CAR Trip from Beirut

Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site and its fascinating
Marina, Souk and the Castle in Byblos. Explore Virgin Mary Statue in HARISSA by
riding the cable-car and the panoramic view of Jounieh bay. • Complimentary
pickup and drop off from most Beirut hotels
5-18 Elite Football Academy
The 5-18 Elite Football Academy is a school specialized in
training young football lovers so they can improve their
performance by enhancing their skills. It welcomes boys
and girls between the ages of 5 and 18.

Entertainment option in Beirut i.e. Nightlife / Casino / Pub & Bar

Beirutis are known for their hospitality: as a visitor you’ll
easily make friends wherever you end up, and you'll probably even score an
invitation to Sunday lunch with the family in the village. Clubbing in Beirut is a
year-round concern, but nights really get thumping in the summer, when most of
the city’s clubbing institutions relocate to the BIEL Waterfront (also known as the

New Corniche). A multi-acre, post-industrial, brutalist fantasy, BIEL features great
swathes of Tetrapods, which look like giant geometric toy jacks made of poured
concrete, waiting for revellers to pose with them for the ‘gram. It juts out into the
Mediterranean, which for summer clubbers means a divine cool breeze, and, for
the extremely jolly, sunrise over the sea. House music is king at BIEL: summer
standouts including The Gärten by überhaus and AHM, which also features a
Thursday hip-hop and R&B night, rare in this techno-mad city. In the same vein
are the summer parties at the Beirut Sporting Club, overlooking the Pigeon Rocks
in Raouche. Promoters Decks on the Beach own Fridays, and C U NXT SAT rule
Saturdays; both host international house DJs who spin for starry-eyed PYTs.
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